One group of well-known second-order nonholonomic systems is a underactuated planar manipulator [5]- [ll]. This group of the systems is more suitable for the mechanical analysis and verification than other systems such as submarine robots and surface vessels, since the equations of motion of the underactuated planar manipulators don't need obvious linearizing approximation. For the 2 link planar manipulator whose first joint (i.e., on the base side) is actuated and whose second joint (i.e., on the end-effector side) is unactuated, several closed-loop control methods have been developed [9] - [ll]. However, the controllability of the system has not been proved yet and the con- and the other is the class of second-order nonholohave formulated this system as a second-order chained nomic systems. The former systems have velocityform, have given a sufficient condition for the controldependent constraints that axe not integrable to oblability, and have developed an open-loop controller tain configuration-dependent constraints. Wheeled which can achieve an any desired configuratjon. But, mobile robots, multifingered robot hands with rolling they haven't developed closed-loop controller. Arai contact, and free-flying space robots are included et al. [7] have developed the design method of a train this class. The latter systems have accelerationjectory from an any given initial state to an any dedependent constraints which are not integrable to sired final state and have given a closed-loop controller obtain velocity/configuration-dependent constraints.
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to converge its state to the trajectory. Arai et al.'s Underactuated planar manipulators in which some method of trajectory design is to determine two passjoints are unactuated, submarine robots, and surface ing points as a function of the given initial and final vessels are included in this class.
states and to joint these four states by using circular In the first-and second-order nonholonomic systems, and straight trajectories. However, they ass. 
Introduction
final point has not been developed yet.
Recently, there has been a growing interest in the control of nonholonomic systems.
including their systems) whose first and second joint i.e., on the base side) is actuated and whose third 0-7803-5886-4/00/$10.00O 2000 IEEE control along the trajectory and has possibility that the control error will not be zero when control is over. Especially, it will be a big problem when a steady rotational velocity error in unactuated joint remains. On the other hand, we have obtained a second-order chained form for the same system, and have proposed a closed-loop control method [8] . This method guarantees that the state converges exponentially to a desirable trajectory which converges exponentially to the origin. Therefore, the convergence of its state to a desirable trajectory and the exponential convergence to a desired final point are simultaneously obtained. One feature of this method is that it avoids the problem of generating steady states error from the desired final state by using a desirable trajectory whose final part consists of an exponential trajectory whose length is infinite. However, the desirable trajectory in [8] is limited, since the initial state of the trajectory cannot be given arbitrarily. In this paper, we propose a new design method of a desirable trajectory that starts from any given initial state, passes through any given desired passing point, and converges exponentially to the origin, in order to control a 3 link planar manipulator whose first and second joint (i.e., on the base side) is actuated and whose third joint (i.e., on the end-effector side) is unactuated. We can use this trajectory as a desirable trajectory in the closed-loop controller proposed in [8] . The paper is organized as follows. In sections 2 and 3, the procedure to transform the equation of motion of the 3 link planar manipulator into a second-order chained form and the closed-loop controller for the chained form are briefly described [8] . Then, a new design method of a desirable trajectory for the controller is proposed in We consider a manipulator shown in Fig.1 . We assume that the manipulator moves in a plane and that gravity forces doesn't work. All joints are rotational ones, and we call the joints, joint 1, 2, 3, respectively, in the order of closeness to the base side. We also call the links, link 1, 2, 3, respectively, in a similar way. In addition, we assume that joints 1 and 2 are actuated and joint 3 is 
Then, from (l), (2) , and (3), we get 
Controller
We have already the controller . In this section, we summarize the controller proposed in [8] for the system given by (9) .
We consider the following control inputs.
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Here, k,(t) is given by
where ~~j is determined to make the following matrices asymptotically stable. 
(t)i5(t).
Note that ri(t) is a trajectory which converges exponentially to the origin due to conditions (ii), (iii), and (iv). Then, we get the following theorem. 
Theorem 1 guarantees that the state converges to the desirable trajectory and finally to the origin even when there exist some error between the initial state of the real system and the desirable trajectory. However, in [8] , we only gave the trajectory of r l ( t ) explicitly, and let r2(t), ~( t ) be ~( t ) = ~( t ) = 0. So, in the following section, we address the problem of designing a desirable trajectory with non-zero ~( t ) and r3(t).
Desirable Trajectory
In this section, we consider the following problem. [S] [7] , this desirable trajectory seems better in the sense that the number of desired passing points is only one whether the initial state is at rest or not, and that we can select any point as the desired passing point. In the following, we actually design the trajectory. First, we design a trajectory rl(t). In order to satisfy [12] . Concretely, from (9) and condition (ii), we can get for t j 5 t < t j + l . Because of the flatness property, the problem of designing desirable trajectories ~2 ( t ) and ~3 ( t ) satisfying conditions (iv) and (v) can be replaced by the problem of designing ~3 ( t )
[Problem 11
which is differentiable 3 times for any interval ( t j 5 t < t j + l ) .
In the following part, we design ~( t ) 
Conclusions
In this paper, we have propsed a design method of a desirable trajectory that starts from any given initial point, passes through any given desired passing point, and converges to any given desired final point, in order to control a 3 link planar manipulator with a nonholonomic constraint. We can use this trajectory as a desirable trajectory in the controller given by [8] .
We have also Dresented simulation results in order to show the valiaity of this method. By this new design method, we can derive a desirable trajectory that satisfies given requirements much better than the previous method proposed in [8] . 1810
